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NASA Ames Res Center...

intro by Greg...
in 1976  he was a physics major

all abt search for life and organics... on MARS  with Curiosity/MSL...

search for a second genesis of life...

if you are bacteria, eucarya or archea... you are part of our life... if not, u are an alien...

Aliens:  not on our tree of life...

if successful, we'd be able to do comparative biochem  (life 2.0)

would be great if we find life 2.0, then can argue... it may be common everywhere

favor candidates:  Mars,  Europe, Enceladus (Saturn):  has liq water, organics, nitrogen
Titan:  liq (not water and has organics.)

Why Mars: evid for past liq water:

mars is cold and dry so life could be preserved...
mars has atmos with co2 and N2...

500 meters thick of water  in early mars... big oceans...Bs of yrs ago... say 3B yrs ago...

Mars is 1/10 our mass;  no plate tectonics, less grav and no mag field... so lost atmosphere

size matters:  lost atmosphere... too small...

Viking:  water frost on Mars and water flowed on surf

strong anti-freeze  -70C  allow liq on mars today...

Viking had 3 bio expts to detect life:  found none!

GCMS  on viking  no organics  except maybe  CH3Cl  and CH2Cl2...

viking found  fluoroethers  (contam from earth)  and a little bit of methyl choloride  15 ppb....

viking 2:   trace ...

but there shud be organics on mars from meteorites or from any early bio...
eg carbonac chondrites...

Phoenix mission to mars 2008:   found ice!  soil pH of 8;
carbonates 3-5%
perchorate  0.5%   big surprise...  now Chris's  favorite molecule...

NaCl  -1  chloride

percholate  ClO4-  most oxidized...  oxygens held v strongly... once heated  its reactive but not at low temp...

boosters  of shuttle  were ammon perchlorate:  in SRBs  when heated to 350C.

it destroys organics;

consumed  by microorgs...  fe and nitrate...

Calif  limit is 6 ppb in drinking water;

mars  has  5,000,000 ppb...

is the chlorine, perchlorate everywhere on Mars...

Curiosity landed on 5 Aug 2012...

Gale Crater is sl S of the equator.

brick of plutonium 238  gen heat, thermocouples:  100 watts generated  (like a human);

skycrane kicks up dust....

LIBS  laser induced... brakdown spectrometer... ir pulse

picking up a rock takes about a week;  so need to be selective...

30K  kelvin  spark of material... plasma....  LIBS emission mechs...  chemcam...

fired laser 10,000 times... v useful...
most light is in the continuum emission and ion  phase....  also get atomic compos... not molec  compos....

can bore  in but hitting it several times....

ray bradbury just died... called landing site... bradbury...


scour markets  from rockets...

loose, rounded peb bles...  from a stream....   water flowed there...

rock nest...   scoop full of mas sand....   good way to clean out and to test instrument...


SAM  = sample analysis for mars... heat up soil...  but its got perchlorate...


1) can monitor the head space monitoring durin gpyrolysis to 800 degr....  during the heating (unlike viking)

2)  can wash teh sample:to try to detect amino acids...  a method is not thermal  (do not need to heat it)

3)  combustion with O2 to try to get  CO2  (if no carbonate)...

Laser absorp Spectoscopy... not a gcms... to measure atmosphere...  have not seen methane  not there but
can scrub atmos. firs tthen incr sensit by 20X....     from meteorites

challenge ... trin to find soil organizs at 1 to 10 ppm  in presence of 5000 ppm of perchlorate...

on sam will be able to see low-temp organics;  will also see it at high-temp organics...

will see this over the next month....

****  what next  (if we do find organics)

2 sources of non-bio organics...
eg  from carbonaceous chondrites  vs  LIFE...

we known nonbio organics are coming into mars...

here's one distinction:

all AAs in body are left handed... all L amino acids

whereas  nonbios are combos:  so, there are  D AAs... they are not in proteins...

stays to just one side of the "road"  bio does  ... only L-AAs

there is an instrument that can do chirality on Curiosity...


Earth  10  inherited  AAs  and  20  AA total... other 10  were  selected...


say the AAs are completely difft set...  strange bio ... difft set of AAs  or stranger bio...  not AAs

bio chooses molecules and ab iotic doe snot....

McKay  2004  PLoS Bio...  bilogy  is choosey abgt which molecules ar eincluded  but NOT in abiotic chemistry...
so abiotic will show a smooth distrib of compounds;  earth biology will be partic spikes... strange bio will be other spikes.


Mt Sharp is 5 km  high... bigger than Whitney... will cross laer of clays and sulfates...
maybe find  organics that are trapped in the clays....

does have xray  fluorescence  with apx instrument...

its not a lot of salt on Mars (similar to earth) but  why is it percholorate:  don't know why it is so oxidized....

we do find perchlorate in Atacama  in dry deserts... dry valleys of Antarctica;

LIBS... cannot detect  carbon  with it cuz  conflated with CO2 in atmosphere....

analogy:  three books:  life on Earth is in English;  next is book in Spanish...
 made of same material and used to describe making a table;
but middle... coding of info is similar but difft;  say Chinese  book.... 
 quite difft middle layer;  last would be a book made of stone...

Lego blocks have a discrete set of components... using them in a combinatorial way  but ONLY those blocks
whereas  stones on a hill side  would be continuous

see his mcKay  2004 PLOS  paper...

even in dryest par tof  Atacama... there is more than 1 to 10 ppm of soil organics on earth...

